
 

 

FULL TERMS AND CONDITIONS – FREE VICTORIA HOOD WHEN BUYING SELECTED VICTORIA COOKERS 
 

1. The promotion is open to UK and Republic of Ireland consumers who purchase a new Victoria 
cooker and new Victoria Hood between 15/03/2024 to 16/06/2024 

2. Qualifying Models include:  
Cookers Hoods 
 TR90BL2   KT90BLE  
 TR90BL9   KT90PE  
 TR90GR2   KT90GRE  
 TR90P9   KTR90XE  
 TR90IBL2   KT100BLE  
 TR90IGR   KT100GRE  
 TR90IGR2   KT100PE  
 TR90IP2   KT110BLE  
 TR93BL   KT110PE  
 TR93GR   KT110GRE  
 TR93P   KTR110XE  
 TR93IBL2   
 TR93IGR2  

 

 TR93IP2  
 

 TR103BL  
 

 TR103P   
 TR103GR   
 TR103IBL2   
 TR103IGR2   
 TR103IP2   
 TR4110AZ   
 TR4110BL1   
 TR4110GR   
 TR4110P1   
 TR4110X-1   
 TR4110IBL2   
 TR4110IGR2   
 TR4110IP2   
 TR4110IX2   

3. Smeg approved dealers will have access to official advertising materials only.  

4. This offer does not apply to graded or used products (new products only). 

5. This exclusive offer runs from 15/03/2024 to 16/06/2024. SOA Claims must be submitted no 
later than 16/07/2024. 

6. The promotion is as stated and there is no alternative available (non-transferable). Subject to 
availability. 



7. This offer cannot be combined with any other offer. Excluding any warranty promotion that 
may be on.  

8. To be eligible to participate in the promotion you must be a Mainland UK resident aged 18+ 

9. This promotion is only available to end user consumers only (e.g. not to any reseller or business 
purchased on a trade or contract basis). 

10. The Promoter accepts no responsibility for forms that are lost or delayed, or which are unable 
to be sent due to lack of network coverage, system, software or hardware failure or for any 
other reason beyond its control. 

11. The promoter reserves the right to disqualify applications it believes are acting in breach of 
these Terms and Conditions and reserves the right to investigate and take all reasonable action 
to protect itself against fraudulent claims. Any claims which they believe to be invalid and/or 
fraudulent will be rejected. 

12. One entry per household only. Not in conjunction with any other offer except those approved 
by Smeg. 

13. By completing the claim, all participants will be deemed to have accepted and be 

bound by these Terms and Conditions. 

14. Please see www.smeguk.com/disclaimer/  for our privacy policy. 

15. For details of the promotion please write to the promoter at the address below. 

The Promoter: Smeg (UK), The Marketing Department, The Magna Building, Wyndyke 

Furlong, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, OX14 1DZ, United Kingdom. 

 

 

 

http://www.smeguk.com/disclaimer/

